Mark-recapture distance sampling uses detections, non-detections and recorded distances of animals encountered in transect surveys to estimate abundance. However, commonly available distance sampling estimators require that distances to target animals are made without error and that animals are stationary while sampling is being conducted. In practice these requirements are often violated. In this paper, we describe a marginal likelihood framework for estimating abundance from double-observer data that can accommodate movement and measurement error when observations are made consecutively (as with front and rear observers) and when animals are randomly distributed when detected by the first observer. Our framework requires that two observers independently detect and record binned distances to observed animal groups, as we well as a binary indicator for whether animals were moving or not. We then assume that stationary animals are subject to measurement error whereas moving animals are subject to both movement and measurement error. Integrating over unknown animal locations, we construct a marginal likelihood for detection, movement, and measurement error parameters. Estimates of animal abundance are then obtained using a modified Horvitz-Thompson-like estimator. In addition, unmodelled heterogeneity in detection probability can be accommodated through observer dependence parameters. Using simulation, we show that our approach yields low bias compared to approaches that ignore movement and/or measurement error, including in cases where there is considerable detection heterogeneity. We demonstrate our approach using data from a double-observer waterfowl helicopter survey.
of S can be detected in S. For these reasons, the models we develop rely 123 on augmenting S with additional distance bins to allow for movement and 124 measurement error (Fig. 2) . Call this augmented set Z.
125
Let y oi be a binary indicator for whether or not the ith animal group was 126 detected by observer o. Similarly, let d oi denote the distance bin recorded 127 by observer o for animal group i (note d oi is only defined when y oi = 1).
128
Letting bold lower case symbols denote vectors (e.g. y o· gives a sequence group that can be used to explain variation in detection probabilities. (2015) suggested that the joint distribution of animal locations and detec-139 tions could be written as a product of (1) a joint probability density function 140 (pdf) for the latent locations of animals, and (2) a joint probability mass 141 function (pmf) for the encounter histories conditional on location. We ex- Recall that we use the z i· notation to indicate the two element vector of 159 true distance values (over both observers' subscripts; see Table 1 for other 160 notation). We now describe each of the likelihood components in further 161 detail. kernel, [z i2 |z i1 , φ]; and (iii) detection probability by at least one observer, 167 p * i (z i1 , z i2 |x i , β, φ, ϕ). Specifically, we set
We make the assumption that the first observer (typically in a front seat) uniformly distributed in space (cf. Buckland et al., 2001) . Letting π j denote 173 the proportional diameter of distance bin j (i.e. π j = a j / k a k where a j is 174 the diameter of of distance bin j), we simply have
where it is understood that "Categorical" denotes a multinomial distribution 176 with index 1, and n Z is the number of latent distance bins.
177
Next, the bivariate movement pmf [z i2 |z i1 , φ] describes the location of 178 animal group i when it enters the field of view of observer 2 as a function of 179 the location when it was in the field of view of observer 1. We model this as 180 another categorical distribution:
For applications in this paper, we parameterize the movement transition 182 probabilities ψ using asymmetric kernels k (e.g. Fig 3) . Using an asymmetric 183 kernel can allow movement rates to be different toward and away from the transect line (anticipating a behavioral response to the survey platform). In 185 particular, we set
Here, f () gives a probability density function; in our examples, we consider
190
Laplace (double exponential) and Gaussian distributions as choices for f ().
191
Note that δ io gives the perpendicular distance from the transect line to 192 the midpoint of distance bin z io . Also note that we assume that stationary 193 animals (i.e. with m i = 0) do not change distance bins.
194
Finally, the thinning probability p * i (z i1 , z i2 |x i , β, φ, ϕ) describes the prob- but not the back, or detected by the back observer but not the front). In 
However, direct application of this estimator is clearly inappropriate under 
241
Since distance sampling produces estimates of abundance at a single point 242 in time, we must first define the time and location for which the estimate 243 applies before constructing an appropriate estimator. In the case of respon-244 sive movement away from a survey platform, we are better off referencing abundance relative to the position of animals when they enter the field of 246 view of observer 1 than we are for observer 2 since we assume observer 1 247 detects an animal first. Also, since analysis only uses animals perceived to 248 be in S, it may be best to limit the scope of inference to those animals 249 that truly occur in S. We construct a Horvitz-Thompson-like estimator for 250 abundance in the surveyed region S at time 1 as follows:
This formulation integrates over the latent position of animal groups at 252 times 1 and 2 with the restriction that the position at time 1 is within S.
253
To produce estimates of precision and confidence limits, we implemented a 254 parametric bootstrap procedure. In particular, we approximate the sampling 255 distribution of parameter estimates as
where Σ is a covariance matrix calculated as the inverse Hessian matrix The major complication with using a detection autocovariate as a predic-286 tor in our case is that we are no longer able to say that an animal group 287 with y io = 0 was actually undetected by observer o. It could, for instance,
288
have been detected but determined to not be in S. As such, we view the au- we now need to calculate the probability of being observed by at least one
We adopt a similar construct for the observation model, [
recasting the likelihood contribution for animal group i as follows according 296 to their detection histories:
297
• y i1 = y i2 = 1:
Following these adjustments, we use the "symmetric" parameterization a different distance function than individuals that were not moving (Table   344 2). We calculated marginal AIC to select among these models. We also fit-345 ted two Huggins-Alho (HA; Huggins, 1989; Alho, 1990 ) models to our data using program MARK (White and Burnham, 1999) the distance effects and the observer effects. The latter interaction was in-
358
cluded because the view of the first distance bin was partially obstructed for 359 observer 2 whose distance distribution appeared to peak further away from 360 the helicopter (see Alisauskas and Conn, 2017) .
361
AIC strongly favored models with Laplace movement and measurement
362
error kernels (Fig. 3) over Gaussian kernels, although the impact of the func- close to the aircraft, but are more likely to see the same animals (presumably the highly distinctive ones) farther away.
387
Plots of movement and measurement error kernels (Fig. 3) for the highest 388 ranked model resembled raw data histograms (Fig. 1) with m i = 0, we simply set z i2 = z i1 .
449
3. We simulated y io and d io using detection and measurement error mod-450 els, where the first five distance bins were subject to observation (i.e. MRDS data are simulated with highly heterogeneous detection probabilities.
485
The main structure of our simulations was largely similar to the preceding 3. We simulated d io and y io as in simulation study 1, once again using detection probability,
where p 0 io gives detection probability in the first distance bin, and the 500 half normal model describes how detection probability declines in bins 501 that are farther away. These models were further parameterized as 
503
The half-normal model seemed a reasonable way to implement point 
516
Simulations suggested that the MML model with observer dependence 517 did a reasonable job at estimating abundance under all scenarios (Table 3) 518 even though the estimation model differed from the data generating model 519 (polynomial vs. half normal detection model; observer dependence effect vs. 520 random effects) . In particular, bias was low (-0.03 to 0.03) and 95% confi-521 dence interval coverage was close to nominal (0.91 -0.96) for all scenarios 522 examined. In contrast, bias of models ignoring observer dependence could 523 be considerable (up to -9%) with precision that was too high, leading to 524 confidence interval coverage that was too low (as low as 6% in one sce-525 nario). Not surprisingly, bias was typically negative when ignoring observer 526 dependence. However, there was a mediating effect on bias whenever data 527 were simulated subject to both movement, measurement error, and observer 528 dependence. Since movement and measurement error alone induce positive 529 bias, and observer dependence alone produces negative bias, both processes combined attenuated bias. For instance, HA models actually performed bet-531 ter when both sources of bias were present than when one source of bias was 532 present. 533 6. Discussion. In this paper, we developed an approach to account 534 for movement and measurement error in MRDS analyses when observers 535 independently record distances to animals, and when there is a binary co-536 variate for movement. In simulation studies, our approach exhibited low 537 bias and RMSE when compared to a procedure that ignores movement and 538 measurement error (the latter resulted in positive biases of up to 10%). Im-539 portantly, we were able to conduct estimation even in the face of residual 540 detection heterogeneity, which seems like a useful advance. Indeed, estima-541 tion of abundance in our field study was much more sensitive to different 542 functional forms for observer dependence than it was to different functional 543 forms for movement or measurement error. 
564
In this paper we conditioned on binary variables m i for whether a de-565 tected group was moving or not. This approach let us separately estimate 566 movement from measurement error by making the assumption that animals 567 with m i = 0 do not move. In other situations and study taxa (e.g. many ma-568 rine mammals), all animals may be moving in some fashion, and thus there may be insufficient data to separate these processes. In these circumstances, 570 auxiliary data (e.g. animals with known location to estimate measurement 571 error; cf. Borchers et al., 2010) may be needed to implement our methods.
572
One exciting avenue for future research would be to expand our type Distribution of observed distance bin discrepancies (do=2 − do=1) for bird groups detected by both front (o = 1) and rear (o = 2) observers in helicopter surveys. Negative values imply movement (or measurement error) towards the helicopter, while positive values imply movement away from the helicopter. For moving birds, the distance bin observed by the rear observer tended to be further away than the bin observed by the front observer. Since the second observer always detected birds later than the front observer, this suggests that most movement was responsive away from the aircraft. For stationary birds, a nonzero distance bin discrepancy represents error in ascribing distance by either or both observers.
A depiction of observed (S) and latent (Z) distance bins that could potentially be used in analysis of a hypothetical mark-recapture distance sampling (MRDS) survey. In this example, only animals encountered in one of the three shaded distance bins to the right of the transect line (dashed line) are recorded; however, the state space is augmented with an additional three bins to account for possible animal movement and measurement error. In practice, the number of augmented distance bins that are needed will be a function of the magnitude of the movement and measurement error processes. A vector of covariates used to explain variation in detection probability for group i gi Number of animals in group i (a single determination is made) S The set of distance bins for which data are recorded, S = S1, S2, . . . , Sn S Z The set of latent distance bins used for modelling true animal locations, Z = Z1, Z2, . . . , Zn Z πj Proportion of Z covered by latent distance bin j B. Parameters and functions of parameters zio True (latent) distance bin of group i when encountered by observer o ξio An indicator for whether or not observer 3 − o detected group i δio Perpendicular distance from the transect line to the midpoint of bin zio β A vector of parameters governing logit-linear variation in detection probability φ Parameters governing animal movement ϕ Parameters governing distance measurement error θ
The set of detection, movement, and measurement error parameters (θ = {β, φ, ϕ}) pio(zio)
Probability that observer o detects group i given that the group is truly in distance bin zio p * i (zi1, zi2)
Probability that at least one observer detects group i given the group is in distance bin zi1 at time 1 and zi1 at time 2 ψ(zi1, zi2)
Probability that an animal that is in latent distance bin zi1 when it passes observer 1 will be in latent distance bin zi2 when it passes observer 2 ω(z, d)
Probability that an animal group in distance bin z is recorded as being in distance bin d ω(z, S)
Probability that an animal group in distance bin z will have a recorded distance bin falling within S X A design matrix used to impart logit-linear structure on detection probabilities; note this will often include latent distance values, zi· N True abundance of animals in the surveyed area TABLES Table 2 Estimated abundance of waterfowl surveyed in Arctic Canada. The first 10 models account for movement and measurement error and are fitted via maximum marginal likelihood (MML), while the last two are Huggins-Alho models (HA) that ignore movement and measurement error. MML models are ranked by AIC; we also provide the number of parameters in each model (k), log likelihood (LogL) at the MMLEs, the estimated number of waterfowl groupsĜ, and the estimated number of waterfowl (N ). MML models varied by the functional form of movement and measurement error kernels (Gaussian vs. Laplace), the form of observer dependence (fi: full independence, pi: point independence; li: limiting independence), as well as whether the detection function included a distance:moving interaction. HA models varied by method used to reconcile distance measurements (HA1: prefer measurement of observer 1; HA2: mean distance). For HA models, only estimated bird groups are reported owing to software constraints.
For reference, the number of detected bird groups was 964 and the total number of detected birds was 2666. The 'NA' values represent 'not available,' either because models did not converge, because HA likelihood and AIC values were not comparable to MML values, or because ofN values were unavailable from the software used to conduct estimation for the HA model.
Table 3
Mean proportion relative bias (RelBias), coefficient of variation (CV), 95% confidence interval coverage (Cover), and root mean squared error (RMSE) for the two simulation studies. For the first simulation scenario, "Configuration" gives values for movement (σ1 and σ2) and measurement error (ϕ) parameters, e.g. (0,0,0), respectively; in simulation study 2, it indicates these parameters as well as expected population size in the surveyed area N = 200 or N = 1000. Three estimation models (Model) were fitted to each data set in simulation study 1: the maximum marginal likelihood (MML) model accounting for movement and measurement error, and two Huggins-Alho models which do not account for movement, measurement error, or observer dependence (HA1 and HA2; described in the text). For simulation scenario two, we fitted an additional MML model that accounts for observer dependence (MMLd). 
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